
 

333 Banbury Road – historical landscape analysis 

General Historical Context 

Summerhill or 333 Banbury Road was built in 1823.  It was a time of great social change within 

England, with the emergence of an increasingly wealthy and influential middle class, riding on the 

back of the industrial revolution and the rapid expansion of the empire.  Jane Fearnley-Whittingstall 

writes: 

“Some of the newly rich factory owners became landowners, acquiring large country estates… but 

there were many prosperous families who required a different kind of domestic establishment.  The 

breadwinner might own a successful business or be a professional man: a doctor or lawyer.  Some 

occupied town houses… many others preferred to be close to the town but not in it; with easy access 

to the factory, but with green space around them; able to breath salubrious country air rather than the 

increasingly polluted air of industry.  For them, the suburb was created and in it a new kind of house, 

a villa.” (The garden – an English love affair pg 183-4) 

Catering to this new market was John Claudius Loudon.  

He was “the most successful garden designer in the first 

part of the century...  He made his expertise available to the 

widest possible audience by publishing, in 1822, An 

Encyclopaedia of Gardening and followed up by founding 

The Gardener’s Magazine in 1826.  In The Suburban 

Gardener and Villa Companion (1838) Louden writes 

extensively on Villa gardens, indicating ideal layouts, 

associated costs for their upkeep remarking that the 

purpose of the garden is “…to show that they are works of 

art, and to display the taste and wealth of the owner.” (The 

garden – and English love affair pg 186)  

         John Claudius Loudon 

In his book The Suburban Gardener and Villa Companion, Louden included illustrations of the 

designs he and his contemporaries had installed at various properties, including Design XVI, entitled: 

“A villa of three acres in extent, with a nearly regular outline.” 
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Loudon espoused the virtues of a balanced and controlled 

landscape; landscapes that had purpose and a design 

rationale:  

 

“The faults of the villa residences which we have seen are, to a 

certain extent, those of the mansion residences… we shall pass over 

the ridiculous twisting and turning of walks, without real or 

apparent reason, which is so frequently met with, and rather dwell 

on the bad shapes and improper places of groups of shrubs and 

flowers on lawns.” (The garden – and English love affair pg 187) 

The key to this was relating the garden to the architecture 

of the buildings.  The villa itself was dominant in the 

landscape and dictated the design: 

“Though symmetry may appear to be a beauty exclusively employed 

in architecture, and in the ancient style of laying out grounds, yet this 

only applies to symmetry when it is joined with regularity… in every 

pleasing landscape it will be found that, if it were bisected 

perpendicularly be an imaginary line, something like an equal body 

of scenery would be found on each side… a pleasure-ground, which, 

viewed from the drawing room windows, appeared to have all the 

shrubs on one side, and only flowers and lawn on the other would 

not be so satisfactory as one where they were more equally balanced.” 

(The Suburban gardener & Villa Companion pg 149) 

Louden also paid careful attention to the practicalities of 

the landscape in serving the Villa property, identifying  

Design XVI ‘A villa of three acres in extent’ 


